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International Conference “Fire Extinguishing
Systems” during VdS Fire Safety Cologne
Press contact:

Topics of the international conference "Fire Extinguishing Systems" are now available online. // The 3rd VdS Fire Safety Cologne (on 9th and 10th of December in Cologne, Germany) combines four of the most important VdS conferences, a science
forum and the only fair for fire protection in the Rhineland.
Cologne, June 13th 2014. Ever since fire protection systems were
established in Europe, VdS has been ensuring their reliability. On its
conferences, the institute imparts its experiences on saving lives and
entire sites gained in far more than 100 years to international experts. On the occasion of the VdS Fire Safety Cologne, four of the
most important VdS conferences, including the international expert
meeting on "Fire Extinguishing Systems" (with simultaneous translation German-English) will take place in the Cologne fair centre on 9th
and 10th of December.
As usual VdS will offer a wide range of topics presented by experts of
the most different fields; these include e.g. sprinkler trends across
Europe, the design of systems in areas of conflict between building
law and users demands, risk assessment and protection concepts for
flammable liquids.
„At the conference, safety concepts for interesting applications will be
presented along with current developments in technology, standardisation and application”, states Ingeborg Schlosser, head of the VdS
Training Centre. The expected hundreds of fire protection experts
also have free access to the only fire safety fair in the Rhineland with
many exhibitors presenting a variety of innovations. And of course
the Cologne Christmas market will be open at that time.
See www.vds.de/fire-safety for conference topics and further information on the VdS Fire Safety Cologne.

Caption Fire Safety: The topics of the international conference "Fire Extinguishing Systems" and information on the VdS Fire Safety Cologne are now
available online.
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About VdS

Press contact:

VdS is one of the world's most renowned and prestigious institutions for corporate
security and safety, specialising in fire protection, security and natural disaster
prevention. The services include risk assessments, on-site inspections, certifications of products, companies and professionals, and a comprehensive training and
publication program.
The VdS seal of approval enjoys an excellent reputation in professional circles and
among decision makers. VdS clients include industrial and commercial businesses
in all industries, leading international manufacturers, system houses and professional specialists, as well as risk-conscious banks and insurers.
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